W16-104aP(36X18-STD);
1.50" Radius, 0.63" Border, 0.38" Indent, Black on Yellow;
“NEXT 00” D; “MILES” D;

W16-104aP(36X18-STD);
1.50" Radius, 0.63" Border, 0.38" Indent, Black on Yellow;
“NEXT 000” D 75% spacing; “MILES” D;

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

COLORS:
LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
BACKGROUND - YELLOW (REFL)

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

DRAWN: R. C. MOEUR 05/12
APPROVED: SIGNATURE ON FILE
NEXT 00 MILES

W16-104aP(48X24-FWY);
1.50" Radius, 0.63" Border, 0.38" Indent, Black on Yellow;
"NEXT 00" D; "MILES" D;

NEXT 000 MILES

W16-104aP(48X24-FWY);
1.50" Radius, 0.63" Border, 0.38" Indent, Black on Yellow;
"NEXT 000" D; "MILES" D;

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

COLORS:
- LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
- BACKGROUND - YELLOW (REFL)

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

DRAWN: R. C. MOEUR  DATE: 05/12

APPROVED: SIGNATURE ON FILE